We consider the Commodity constrained Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (C-SDVRP), a routing problem where customers may request multiple commodities. The vehicles can deliver any set of commodities, and multiple visits to a customer are allowed only if the customer requests multiple commodities. If the customer is visited more than once, the different vehicles will deliver different sets of commodities. Allowing the splitting of the demand of a customer only for different commodities may be more costly than allowing also the splitting of each individual commodity, but at the same time it is easier to organize and more acceptable to customers. We model the C-SDVRP by means of a set partitioning formulation and present a branch-price-and-cut algorithm. In the pricing phase, the ng-path relaxation of a constrained elementary shortest path problem is solved with a label setting dynamic programming algorithm.
Introduction
The class of vehicle routing problems (VRPs) is one of the largest and most studied classes of combinatorial optimization problems. It is also one of the most computationally challenging classes. In VRPs capacitated vehicles are used to distribute products and satisfy the demand of a set of customers.
With very few exceptions, vehicle routing problems model the distribution of a single product. The underlying assumption is that only the volume or the weight of products matters. Thus, even if several products are demanded by customers, the demand of a customer is expressed with a single number, the total weight or volume of the demanded products. Accordingly, the capacity of the vehicles is expressed in weight or volume, depending on which constraint is more binding. We refer to Toth and Vigo [2014] for a recent collection of chapters on different VRPs.
There exist distribution problems where different commodities, or groups of commodities, have to be treated individually. When different commodities require different temperatures, such as in the case of frozen, fresh and dry food, vehicles with compartments may be used. In waste management different kinds of waste cannot be mixed up and must be kept separated at any stage of the collection problem. If a single vehicle is dedicated to the collection, then the vehicle container must be divided in compartments, one for each kind of waste. We refer to Derigs et al. [2011] for a recent work on a multi-compartment routing problem, with fixed size of the compartments, and to references therein. Also for organizational purposes, different commodities may be handled by means of dedicated vehicles. Having an individual product loaded on a vehicle makes the loading and the unloading of a vehicle much simpler and avoids the need for any reshuffling of the load during the distribution process.
In this paper we consider the Commodity constrained Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (C-SDVRP) introduced in Archetti et al. [2014] , where different commodities are distributed to customers with capacitated vehicles. The vehicles are flexible and can deliver any set of commodities. A customer may be served by more than one vehicle but a single commodity can be delivered to each customer by one vehicle only. Each vehicle starts from a depot, visits a set of customers and returns to the depot at the end of the tour. Any customer may request any set of commodities. A vehicle that carries multiple commodities is totally flexible, that is it can carry any amount of any commodity, provided the constraint on the vehicle capacity is satisfied. We assume that the demand of a commodity of each customer does not exceed the capacity of a vehicle. The problem is a relaxation of the classical Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem, as multiple visits to customers are allowed. On the other hand, it is more constrained than the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem as the entire demand of a commodity must be delivered by the same vehicle. The concept is that, while allowing split deliveries may be unacceptable to customers, allowing different commodities to be delivered by different vehicles may be more acceptable. In addition to the applications mentioned above, the C-SDVRP models the situation where different companies share a warehouse and a fleet of vehicles for the distribution of their products. One commodity is associated with one company. A vehicle may deliver products of different companies to different customers or to the same customers. Different vehicles may serve the same customer only if they deliver products of different companies.
In Archetti et al. [2014] the C-SDVRP is introduced and compared with alternative ways of dis-tributing multiple commodities, such as by allowing the splitting of individual commodities or by using vehicles dedicated to individual commodities. The tests were performed on 64 small instances, with 15 customers and up to 3 commodities, 80 mid-size instances with 20, 40, 60, 80 customers and up to 3 commodities, and large instances with 100 customers. A branch-and-cut algorithm was able to solve 25 out of 64 small instances to optimality within 30 minutes. All the remaining instances were heuristically solved by creating multiple copies of each customer, one for each commodity required, and using a heuristic for the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem.
In this paper we focus on the exact solution of the C-SDVRP. We formulate the problem through a set partitioning formulation and adopt a branch-price-and-cut approach. In the pricing phase, the ng-path relaxation of a constrained elementary shortest path problem is solved by means of a label setting dynamic programming algorithm. Capacity cuts are added in order to strengthen the lower bound. We tested the algorithm on the small and mid-size instances tested in Archetti et al. [2014] , with a time limit of 2 hours. We solved to optimality all, except one, small instances, within a few seconds in most cases. For the mid-size instances, we could solve to optimality 19 out of 20 instances with 20 customers and 5 out of 20 instances with 40 customers. For all instances with up to 60 customers, except one, we found a lower and an upper bound. The average and maximum optimality gap are 0.63% and 2.41%, respectively. Over all the mid-size instances, we improved 20 out of 80 best known solutions.
In Section 2 the C-SDVRP is described and in Section 3 the set partitioning formulation is presented. The structure of the branch-price-and-cut algorithm is described in Section 4, together with the formulation and solution of the pricing problem, and the branching scheme. The computational results are presented in Section 5.
Problem definition
The Commodity constrained Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (C-SDVRP) can be defined on a directed graph G = (V, A) with vertex set V = {0, . . . , n} and arc set A = {(i, j) : i = j; i, j ∈ V }.
The vertex set V contains vertex 0, representing the depot, and the set N = {1, . . . , n}, representing the n customers. A cost c i j is associated with each arc (i, j) ∈ A and represents the non-negative cost of traversing arc (i, j). Travel costs satisfy the triangle inequality. Let K = {1, . . . , m} be the set of commodities that have to be distributed from the depot to the customers. The demand of commodity k ∈ K to be delivered to customer i ∈ N is denoted by d ik . The set
contains the commodities to be delivered to customer i ∈ N. We define as F the fleet of identical vehicles that is available to serve the customers and as Q the vehicle capacity. Vehicles are flexible and can deliver any subset of commodities. Each customer may be visited more than once. When a commodity is delivered by a vehicle to a customer, the entire amount requested by the customer is provided. Thus, multiple visits to a customer are allowed only if the customer requests multiple commodities. If a customer receives multiple visits, it means that the different vehicles will deliver different commodities. The objective is to find a set of routes serving all the customers in such a way that the total traveling cost is minimized.
Formulation
We model the problem by means of a set partitioning formulation making use of an exponential number of variables, each associated with a different feasible route. We adopt the following notation.
We define as R the set of all feasible routes. A route corresponds to a non empty cycle in graph G starting from and ending at the depot. For each route r ∈ R, let c r = ∑ (i, j)∈r c i j be the cost associated with the route. Then, let a r ik , e r i and b r i j be binary coefficients equal to 1 if commodity k is delivered to customer i ∈ N, customer i ∈ N is visited, and arc (i, j) ∈ A is traversed in route r, respectively, and 0 otherwise. The C-SDVRP can be formulated as follows:
0 ≤ x i j ≤ |F| and integer
where x i j and z i are integer variables representing the number of times the vehicles traverse arc (i, j) ∈ A and visit customer i ∈ N, respectively, φ is an integer variable representing the number of vehicles used, and λ r is a binary variable equal to 1 if route r ∈ R is assigned to a vehicle. The objective function (1) aims at minimizing the total traveling cost. Constraints (2) ensure that all commodities requested by each customer will be delivered. Constraints (3) and (7) bound the number of vehicles that can be used. (4) and (6) bound the number of times a customer i ∈ N can be visited. (5) and (8) bound the number of times an arc (i, j) ∈ A can be traversed. Finally, (9) state that λ r are binary variables. Note that x i j can take any integer value between 0 and |F| contrary to what happens in the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (SDVRP) where x i j is a binary variable for i, j ∈ N. In fact,
in Archetti et al. [2014] the authors show that in the C-SDVRP arcs joining two customers can be traversed more than once.
Branch-price-and-cut algorithm
In the following we describe the algorithm designed to solve the set partitioning formulation described in Section 3. We will refer to model (1)-(9) as the Master Problem (MP).
In order to solve the MP we design a branch-price-and-cut algorithm (Barnhart et al. [1998] , ), that is a branch-and-bound algorithm where, at each node of the branchand-bound tree, λ r variables are generated by means of column generation while addressing the In the following subsections the main components of the algorithm are described in details. The term path is used as a synonymous for route.
Pricing problem formulation
Given the solution values of the dual variables µ ik , ρ, θ i , σ i j associated with constraints (2), (3), (4), and (5) of the RLMP, respectively, the pricing problem can be modeled as follows:
For the ease of notation, we write δ + (i) and δ − (i) when S = {i}. Binary variables X i j , Z i and Y ik are equal to 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A is traversed, customer i ∈ N is visited, and commodity k ∈ K i is delivered to customer i ∈ N, respectively, and 0 otherwise.
The objective function (10) aims at minimizing the reduced cost of the route. Constraints (11) and (12) are the degree constraints, whereas constraints (13) are subtour elimination constraints. Consistency between the Y ik and Z i variables is imposed through constraints (14) and (15). In particular, constraints (15) ensure that a delivery will take place at each customer visited. Finally, inequalities (16) impose the capacity constraint for the route.
The pricing problem combines an Elementary Shortest Path Problem with a 0-1 Knapsack Problem augmented by additional constraints. Actually, for a given path, determining the optimal values of the Y ik variables corresponds to solving the following problem:
where N is the set of customers visited along the path. While addressing the SDVRP by means of column generation, the resulting pricing problem is such that in each solution path at most one customer will receive a split delivery greater than 1 and less than his demand (see Archetti et al.
[2011]). Here, the structure of (20)- (23) is such that any customer visited along the solution path of (10)- (19) may receive any subset of the commodities requested.
In order to address the pricing problem (10)- (19), we formulate it as an Elementary Shortest Path
Problem with Resource Constraints (ESPPRC) defined over an expanded graph G = (V , A ).
We define as G (i) = (V i , A i ) the subgraph induced by the vertices corresponding to customer i.
The set of vertices V i is composed of vertices v i s , v i t and v i k for each k ∈ K i . The arc set A i includes the following arcs:
, with an associated cost equal to −µ ik ;
• arcs (v i r , v i q ), r < q, r, q ∈ K i , with an associated cost equal to −µ iq ;
Moreover, a quantity equal to d ik is associated with each arc entering in v i k , i = 0 and k ∈ K i , meaning that when vertex v i k is visited, a quantity equal to d ik is delivered to i. The vertex set V of the expanded graph includes two different vertices, s and t, associated with the starting and ending depot, and the set V i of |K i | + 2 vertices associated with each customer i ∈ N.
The arc set A includes the sets of arcs A i , i ∈ N, and an arc (v i t , v j s ) for each arc (i, j) ∈ A, with cost equal toc i j , v 0 t = s and v 0 s = t. Thus, each subgraph G (i) corresponds to an acyclic network (see Figure 1 ), where v i s is the only vertex with incoming arcs originating from vertices not belonging to V i and v i t is the only vertex with outgoing arcs to vertices not belonging to V i . The pricing problem consists in finding the least (reduced) cost elementary path from s to t in G , such that the quantity delivered along the path is less than or equal to Q. The ESPPRC defined over graph G is equivalent to (10)
-(19).
The ESPPRC is NP-hard in the strong sense (see Dror [1994] ). When the number of vertices is relatively large, the pricing problem may be very difficult to solve. We thus apply the ng-path relaxation of the problem that allows the generation of paths that may contain cycles (see Baldacci et al. [2011] ).
Pricing problem solution
We solve the pricing problem by means of a label setting dynamic programming algorithm (see Irnich and Desaulniers [2005] ). The main idea of this technique is to build feasible paths, starting from the source vertex of the graph, and extending them from vertex to vertex in all feasible directions. A label (R,C, i) is associated with each partial path from the source of the graph to vertex i. Each component of the vector R represents the consumption of a resource along the path until vertex i, whereas C is the cost of the path. When (R,C, i) is extended to another label (R ,C , j) associated with vertex j, the components of R and the cost C must be updated according to the resource consumption and the cost associated with arc (i, j). Extensions must be feasible with respect to the consumptions of all the resources. To the sake of efficiency, dominance rules are applied to discard dominated paths reaching the same vertex. The solution is the path represented by the minimum cost label associated with vertex t.
Let us first consider the non-elementary version of the pricing problem. We solve it by using labels of the form (q,C, v i b ), where b ∈ {s,t} ∪ {k|k ∈ K i } and q is the quantity loaded on the vehicle when leaving vertex v i b . The initial label at vertex
, where C = C +c i b j b and the extension rule for the q component of the label is defined as follows. Along • v j s = t, or equivalently j = 0;
and finally B ( j) is set to 1. When one arc joining two vertices associated with the same customer is traversed, i.e., one of the arcs
, and one of the conditions is strictly satisfied. An ng-path in graph G may contain a cycle Baldacci et al. [2011] for more details). Note that, when we serve customer i, vertices v i s and v i t are visited together with at least one vertex v i k with k ∈ K i . Since graph G (i) is acyclic, a cycle in G is obtained when at least two customers are considered. Thus, a cycle v i s = i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r = v i s visits at least 7 vertices, i.e., r ≥ 7: three vertices correspond to the service of the first customers, 3 vertices correspond to the service of the second vertex and a further vertex is visited to return to the first customer. For a given set of dual variable values, each partial path reaching vertex v i s , i ∈ N, gives rise to at most β i non-dominated partial paths ending at node v i t , where β i is the number of Pareto-optimal solutions of the following bi-objective problem:
where Y k is a binary variable equal to 1 if commodity k ∈ K i is delivered to customer i, and 0 otherwise. The objective function (24) aims at maximizing the values of the dual variables µ ik associated with commodities k ∈ K i , while (25) aims at minimizing the capacity consumption. Constraints (26) and (27) bound the capacity consumption and the number of commodities that are delivered to customer i, respectively. The role of constraint (27) will be explained in Section 4.4.
For each i ∈ N, we define S i , with |S i | = β i , as the set of Pareto-optimal solutions of the corresponding problem (24)-(28). The Pareto-optimal solutions in set S i can be represented by an acyclic network G (i) with source and destination vertices v i s and v i t , respectively, and a path between v i s and v i t for each solution in S i . Each path consists of a sequence of vertices v i k , k ∈ K i , those corresponding to the commodities identified by the solution (see Figure 2) . Set S i is found by solving a SPPRC on the acyclic network G (i) (see Frieze [1976] ) and keeping the non-dominated solutions.
Replacing networks G (i) with networks G (i) helps in avoiding redundant computations. The replacement is performed at every column generation iteration as the value of the dual variables changes at each iteration.
Acceleration strategies.
In order to speed up the label setting algorithm we consider two different acceleration techniques.
The first one is the decremental state space relaxation technique (Righini and Salani [2008] ). The idea of this technique is to iteratively solve the pricing problem by enlarging, at each iteration, the set of vertices for which the elementarity is required. When combined with ng-paths, the procedure is such that sets N i are initially empty and are enlarged at each iteration. In particular, each customer 
Once vertex v t 0 is reached and an s − t path is constructed, the procedure checks whether this path is a feasible ng-path, i.e., it contains no cycle with respect to sets
If the path is a feasible ng-path, then the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the first vertex v u s in the path that defines a forbidden cycle is selected, M i (u) is set to 1 for each i ∈ N such that u ∈ N i , and the solution process is iterated. In practice, the elementarity is not required at the first iteration.
The problem is solved and the first vertex u which generates a cycle that is forbidden in the ng-path relaxation is added to all setsÑ i such that u ∈ N i .
The second technique we implemented is the 2-cycle elimination proposed in Christofides et al. To accelerate the solution of the LMP, at each column generation iteration heuristic versions of the label setting algorithm are applied before solving the pricing problem to optimality. While solving the pricing problem heuristically, the decremental state space relaxation technique is not applied and the dominance among labels is checked without considering the values of component B.
At each column generation iteration we derive from graph G a graph G where, for each i ∈ N, a subset of the outgoing arcs (v i t , v j s ) ∈ A , j ∈ N, is considered. This subset includes then a outgoing arcs with lowest reduced cost values. Different heuristic algorithms are considered. The first two heuristics look for negative reduced cost paths in graphs G and G , respectively, not allowing the possibility to perform split deliveries. The last two heuristics work again on graphs G and G , respectively, but allow the possibility to perform split deliveries.
At each iteration of the column generation algorithm the heuristics are sequentially applied. The iteration finishes as soon as a heuristic succeeds in finding negative cost paths.
Valid inequalities
When the LMP solution is fractional and the node cannot be pruned, before starting the branching phase we look for violated capacity constraints which are formulated as follows:
In order to identify violated inequalities (29), we implemented the shrinking heuristic presented in Ralphs et al. [2003] . In particular, two variants of the shrinking heuristic are implemented, namely the extended shrinking heuristic and the greedy shrinking heuristic. The reader is referred to Ralphs et al. [2003] for more details on these algorithms.
Branching
When the optimal solution of the current LMP (λ ,φ ,z,x) is fractional, different branching rules are hierarchically applied. The rules are presented in the following, in order of priority.
The first branching rule is on the fractional number of vehicles used. Then, the number of visits to each customer is considered. Ifz i is fractional for some i ∈ N, we branch on it. We give priority to z i lower than 2. This allows us to forbid split deliveries to customer i when z i is fixed to 1. Moreover, when z i is constrained to be greater than or equal to α > 1, then the right-hand side term of constraint (27) is set equal to |K i | − (α − 1). For each class of priority, we choose the customer i with fractional part ofz i closest to 0.5.
The third branching rule is related to the arc use, i.e., to variablesx. Ifx i j is fractional for some (i, j) ∈ A, then we branch on the use of arc (i, j). As before, we choose the arc (i, j) with fractional part ofx i j closest to 0.5.
Finally, if none of the above branching decisions can be imposed, we consider each pair of different commodities p and q, p ∈ K i , q ∈ K j , i, j ∈ N, and compute κ pq = ∑ r∈R a r pi a r q jλ r , i.e. κ pq is the sum of the λ variables associated with routes delivering commodities p and q to customers i and j, respectively. If κ pq is fractional for some pair p and q, we branch on it. On one branch we set κ pq = 0, meaning that commodities p and q must be delivered in different routes, while on the other branch we set κ pq = 1, meaning that commodities p and q must be delivered in the same route. The subproblem is modified accordingly. When κ pq is set to 0, a new binary resource B pq must be introduced in the label definition in order to prevent the delivery of both commodities. B pq is set to 0 in the initial label and is increased by one whenever commodity p or q is delivered. Label L is feasible w.r.t. resource 
and is extended to vertex t if L (B p ) = L (B q ). We give priority to κ pq values where commodities p and q are associated with the same customer. For each class of priority, we choose the κ pq value closest to 0.5. This branching rule implements the Ryan and Foster (2003) rule and guarantees the correctness of the solution algorithm (see Barnhart et al. [1998] ).
The search tree is explored according to a best-first-strategy.
Experimental results
The branch-price-and-cut algorithm was implemented in C++ and compiled in release mode under After a preliminary testing phase we fixed the parameters of the branch-price-and-cut algorithm as follows. The number of neighbors ν used while defining the ng-path relaxation of the pricing problem is set to n 2 , provided that 10 ≤ ν ≤ 15. The parametern a used in the heuristic column generation phase is set to min{10, (n + 1) * 2 −4 }. Finally, violated inequalities are identified up to the fifth level of the branch-and-bound tree and, then, only when the branching has no impact on the lower bound, i.e., when the lower bound of the child node is equal to the lower bound of the father node.
Test Instances
We tested the branch-price-and-cut algorithm on benchmark instances for the C-SDVRP proposed in Archetti et al. [2014] . Three sets of instances with up to 3 commodities were generated: small instances with n = 15, mid-size instances with n = 20, 40, 60, 80, and large instances with n = 100.
We consider only the small and the mid-size instances, as no significant result could be obtained on large instances.
Small instances have the following characteristics:
• Customer locations: The first 15 locations in the R101 and C101 Solomon's instances are considered;
• Number of commodities: Two and three;
• Probability that a customer requires a commodity: Two cases are considered. Probability set to 100% means that each customer requires each commodity. Probability set to 60% means that the probability that a customer requires a commodity is 60%; One instance for each of the 64 combinations of characteristics was generated.
Mid-size instances have a number of commodities equal to three, demand range [1;100], and α = 1.5. For each of the 16 combinations of value of n, type of instance (R101 and C101), and value of the probability (60% and 100%), 5 different instances were generated by randomly choosing customers from the original instance. The total number of mid-size instances is 80.
Computational results on small instances
Detailed results on the set of small instances are reported in Table 1 . The first four columns report data on the instance: name of the original instance, number of commodities (m), probability that a customer requires a commodity (p), demand range (∆) and value of α. The following 4+4 columns refer to the computational results. The first four columns report statistics on the solution obtained at the root node of the branch-and-bound tree: the value of the LMP as a percentage of the final lower bound value (z * LMP ), the time spent to compute z * LMP in seconds (t LMP ), the value of the LMP once the capacity cuts are added as a percentage of the final lower bound value (z * LMP+cuts ) and the time spent to compute z * LMP+cuts (t LMP+cuts ). The last four columns report statistics on the final solution obtained by the branch-price-and-cut algorithm: the lower bound value (z * ), the upper bound value (z * ), the optimality percentage gap (gap %) and the total execution time in seconds (t).
The algorithm is able to solve to optimality all instances. In particular, it solves 41 instances out of the 64 in less than 1 second and takes more than 10 seconds for only 6 instances. As mentioned in the introduction, Archetti et al. [2014] proposed a branch-and-cut algorithm for the C-SDVRP which was able to solve 25 out of the 64 instances within a time limit of 30 minutes. 
Computational results on mid-size instances
Detailed results on the set of mid-size instances are reported in Table 2 . The first four columns report statistics on the instance: name of the original instance, number of customers (n), probability that a customer requires a commodity (p), instance id (id). We recall that, in the set of mid-size instances, 5 instances are generated for each combination of characteristics and that the number of commodities is set to three, the demand range is [1;100] and α = 1.5. The following 4+4 columns refer to the computational results and have the same meaning as in Table 1 . Finally, the last two columns report the value of the best known feasible solution, taken from Archetti et al. [2014] , and the percentage gap between this value and the lower bound reported in column z * , respectively.
The algorithm is able to solve to optimality all, except one, instances with 20 customers and 5 instances with 40 customers. Table 3 reports a summary of the computational results on the mid-size instances. Instances are clustered on the basis of the values of n and p. Each row corresponds to 10 instances. Column '# opt.'
reports the number of instances solved to optimality, '# LB' is the number of times a lower bound was computed, 'av. gap' and 'max gap' report, in percentage, the average and maximum gap, respectively, between the computed lower bound and the value of the best known solution (the best between the solution computed by the branch-price-and-cut and the one reported in Archetti et al. [2014] ), and '# best known' is the number of times the branch-price-and-cut found or improved the best feasible solution. In parentheses we report the number of improved feasible solutions with respect to the best known reported in Archetti et al. [2014] .
As expected, instances of larger size are more difficult to solve. Moreover, when p = 1 the difficulty of solving the problem increases. This is due to the fact that, when p = 1, all customers require all the commodities while a smaller number of commodities are required when p = 0.6. In the latter case, the expanded graph used for the solution of the pricing problem is smaller. Out of the 30 instances for which the algorithm finds a solution, this solution is better than the best known solution found in Archetti et al. [2014] on 20 cases. For all instances, except one, with up to 60 customers a lower bound is found and the maximum optimality gap is 2.41%. 
Conclusions
We presented in this paper a branch-price-and-cut algorithm for the solution of a routing problem that explicitly considers the presence of multiple commodities in a distribution problem and allows multiple visits to a customer as long as a commodity is not split between vehicles. The algorithm solves instances with up to 40 customers and 3 commodities, more than doubling the size 15 of the instances previously solved to optimality. In particular, if we consider the 60 medium size instances with at most 60 customers, the algorithm is able to compute or improve the best known upper bound values in 50% of cases (30/60), and only in 5/59 cases the lower bound computed is far from the best known upper bound by more than 2%. The algorithm was not able to compute the lower bound for one instance, but for the remaining 59/60 instances the average and maximum optimality gaps are 0.63% and 2.41%, respectively. Also, for the instances with at most 60 customers we improved 20 of the best known solutions.
